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Materials and Methods 
 
Instrument overview 
Dawn’s Gamma Ray and Neutron Detector (GRaND) is described by (9).  For 
completeness, we provide an overview of the instrument and specific data products used 
in our analyses.  
 GRaND’s design is based on the Lunar Prospector Gamma Ray Spectrometer  
(27), which was boom mounted to reduce spacecraft background.  GRaND consists of a 
large-volume bismuth germanate (BGO) scintillator, surrounded by an anti-coincidence 
shield (ACS), which also serves as the neutron spectrometer (Fig. S1).  GRaND is deck 
mounted.  Consequently, the ACS was segmented to aid in separation of spacecraft and 
asteroid contributions (Fig. S1).  The ACS consists of four scintillators: two phosphor 
sandwiches (phoswiches) located on the ±Z sides of the BGO (Bi4Ge3O12) scintillator, 
and two boron-loaded plastic (BLP) scintillators on the ±Y sides.  The BLP scintillators 
also wrap around the BGO scintillator on the –X side, and photomultiplier tubes are 
positioned on the +X side (9).  An array of cadmium zinc telluride (CZT) semiconductor 
radiation detectors – a technology demonstration on Dawn – is located between the BGO 
and +Z phoswich.   
 The BGO scintillator is GRaND’s primary gamma ray detector.  Large volume 
(293 cm3), high density (7.13 g/cm3) (28), and high atomic number result in high 
efficiency for gamma ray detection.  The BGO scintillator measures gamma rays from a 
few hundred keV to about 10 MeV with pulse height resolution of about 10% full-width-
at-half-maximum (FWHM) at 0.662 MeV. 
The +Z phoswich, which is pointed towards Ceres during science data acquisition, 
is GRaND’s primary neutron spectrometer.   The phoswich consists of a lithium-loaded 
glass (LiG) scintillator optically coupled to a block of BLP.  
Neutrons in the thermal and epithermal energy range can be absorbed by 6Li via 
the 6Li(n,α)t reaction (Figs. S1 and S2).  Deposition of energy by the reaction products 
results in the production of sensible light, which makes a broad peak in the pulse height 
spectrum centered at about 260 keVee (Fig. S3).   Here, “ee” denotes “electron 
equivalent” energy.  That is to say, the 6Li reaction makes the same average pulse 
amplitude as full energy deposition by a 260 keV electron. 
The BLP scintillator is shielded from thermal neutrons by a Gd foil and the 
lithium-loaded glass.  Neutrons in the epithermal range (0.5 eV < En < 0.5 MeV, where 
En is neutron kinetic energy) can be absorbed by the 10B via the 10B(n,α) reaction, which 
results in a peak at 93 keVee (Figs. S1 and S2).  For En>0.5 MeV, light is efficiently made 
by protons recoiling from neutron elastic collisions with H.  Neutrons that remain within 
the BLP are ultimately captured by 10B, producing a second flash of light.  Thus, a 
characteristic double pulse identifies fast neutrons (Fig. S2). 
Galactic cosmic ray (GCR) interactions, such as the proton “punch through” event 
depicted in Fig. S1, result in simultaneous light output from multiple sensors.  GRaND’s 
triple coincidence counter records events in which three or more sensors are triggered.  
The triples counter is a proxy for long term variations in the flux of GCRs (9) and is used 
to compare relative production rates of gamma rays and neutrons between different 
periods of time. 
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Summary of data acquired at Ceres  
GRaND powered on in March of 2015 as Dawn approached Ceres (see timeline, Fig. S4). 
The instrument was nominal throughout Ceres encounter, with the same suite of 
operational sensors used at Vesta.   Neutrons and gamma rays from Ceres were detected 
as Dawn transitioned to high altitude mapping orbit (HAMO).  During the primary 
mission, GRaND acquired data in a circular, polar low altitude mapping orbit (LAMO) 
from December of 2015 through 19-June.  The data from the primary mission were 
archived at the Planetary Data System Small Bodies Node and can be accessed online 
(29, 30).  The archive contains a time series of raw and calibrated data.  Spacecraft 
ephemerides, pointing, and measurement geometry (solid angle) are provided for each 
science data record. 
Prior to HAMO, instrument high voltage (HV) settings were optimized to ensure 
that reaction peaks and gamma rays were on scale.  All scintillators had small, but 
noticeable losses in gain (about 10%), probably due to accumulation of radiation damage 
during the transfer from Vesta to Ceres.  To compensate for these losses, the +Z 
phoswich HV was adjusted to 185 data number (DN) (1088 V), the same setting used in 
Vesta LAMO Epoch II (11). The BGO HV was adjusted to 127 DN (747 V), in 
comparison to 125 DN (735 V) used in all previous mission phases.   
 LAMO data analyzed in this study were accumulated over 5 months, between 
16-Dec and 11-May, with negligible data loss.  A total of 90,714 science data records 
(SDRs) were acquired, each with an accumulation interval (TELREADOUT) of 140s.  
During each interval, Dawn traversed about 2.5° of arc length along its orbit.  For 
mapping and analyses, data that did not meet pointing criteria were discarded (Fig. S5), 
leaving 66,427 SDRs (73% duty cycle).   
 In comparison to Vesta, the measurement geometry was very consistent, given 
Ceres’ relatively round shape and Dawn’s nearly circular orbits (Fig. S6).  The distance 
to the surface in the direction of body center ranged from 353- to 415-km, with a mean of 
385 km and population standard deviation of 13 km.  The solid angle subtended by Ceres 
at the spacecraft was calculated at each orbital location using a shape model determined 
via stereophotoclinometry with images acquired in HAMO (Fig. S7A).  The shape model 
accompanies a time series of spacecraft ephemerides, pointing, and solid angles online 
(30).  The solid angle ranged from 1.012- to 1.101-steradians (sr), with a mean of 1.057 
sr and (population) standard deviation of 0.020 sr.  In comparison, the range for Vesta 
LAMO was 0.880- to 1.297-sr, with a mean of 1.069 sr and a (population) standard 
deviation of 0.092 sr.  The range of solid angles at Ceres (8% variation) is narrow 
compared to Vesta (nearly 40% variation); although, the averages are similar. 
 Dawn’s encounters with Vesta and Ceres occurred, respectively, before and after 
a very weak solar maximum.  Relatively few large solar energetic particle events were 
observed by GRaND at Ceres, and none were observed while in LAMO.  This assessment 
is based on examination of the +Z phoswich time series (Figs. S4 and S5), which is 
sensitive to solar energetic particles. The GCR (triples) monitor gradually increased 
during LAMO and throughout Ceres encounter, consistent with decreasing solar activity 
(Fig. S7B). 
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Data reduction and mapping 
A time series of net peak areas (counts/s) was determined for the following signatures 
(Fig. S8): 
• 6Li(n,α) reaction peak at 260 keVee, a single interaction with the +Z LiG 
scintillator, sensitive to neutrons in the thermal and epithermal energy ranges 
(“thermal + epithermal”); 
• 10B(n,α) reaction peak at 93 keVee, a single pulse from the +Z BLP scintillator, 
sensitive to neutrons in the epithermal energy range; 
• Full energy deposition of 7.6 MeV 56Fe(n,γ) capture gamma rays, a single pulse 
from BGO; 
• 10B(n,α) second interaction peak at 93 keVee, a double-pulse in the +Z BLP 
scintillator, sensitive to neutrons in the fast energy range. 
For fast neutrons, the time-to-second-pulse spectrum was filtered using a modified early 
time window (4- to 9-µs) (9) to eliminate spurious events that appear at earlier times (31).  
The area of the 10B(n,α) reaction peak that appears in the second event pulse height 
spectrum is proportional to the fast neutron interaction rate (Fig. S8D). 
 Peak areas were determined from spectra summed over successive accumulation 
intervals, to produce a 3-point central moving average of net counts.  Peak extraction 
methods for low resolution spectroscopy are described by (9).  For each spectral sum, net 
counts were determined by subtracting continuum counts from a region of interest (ROI) 
containing the peak.  The continuum counts within the peak ROI were determined by 
scaling a continuum shape function to match sum counts in one or more background 
ROIs.  The following methods were used to determine the continuum shape function 
(Fig. S8): 
• 6Li(n,α) reaction peak: the +Z phoswich single-pulse spectrum measured far 
from Ceres; 
• 10B(n,α) reaction peak: a power law fitted to background channels above and 
below the peak for difference spectra (Fig. S3) summed over 101 measurements, 
a central moving average; 
• 7.6 MeV 56Fe(n,γ) capture peak: an exponential with pulse height fitted to the 
high energy continuum averaged over all LAMO measurements that met pointing 
criteria (cf. 32); 
• 10B(n,α) second interaction peak: the +Z phoswich second event spectrum 
measured far from Ceres. 
To remove geometric variations, net peak areas were divided by the solid angle 
subtended by Ceres by the spacecraft at their respective measurement locations.  The net 
areas were then multiplied by a correction factor to account for variations in neutron and 
gamma ray production by GCRs.   
 The GCR correction factor was derived from the time series of solid-angle-
corrected net areas for the 6Li(n,α) reaction peak.  The correction is based on methods 
developed for mapping data acquired by the 2001 Mars Odyssey Neutron Spectrometer 
(33).  In the absence of variability in the GCR flux and temporal changes in surface 
composition, the counts measured over a selected spatial region should be the same from 
orbit to orbit.  The average net counting rate within an equatorial band (30° of the 
equator) was determined in a contiguous, 491-point sliding window (3.5 orbits, roughly 
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20 hours) for each point in the time series.  Application of the correction factor to the 
6Li(n,α) time series is illustrated in Fig. S9.  The corrections are robust to the selection 
of the spatial region and averaging window. 
 Dawn’s circular polar mapping orbit enabled full global coverage of Ceres 
(Fig. S10).  Corrected, time series counting data were averaged within 20° quasi-equal-
area pixels.   Maps of counting data are displayed in Fig. 1 and Fig. S11.  Due to the very 
low signal-to-background ratio (1:50) of the 10B(n,α) peak, the epithermal signature was 
not used in this study for quantitative analyses of Ceres composition; however, the 
reduction in the intensity of this peak relative to Vesta (Fig. S3) indicates that Ceres is 
hydrogen rich and the spatial variation (Fig. S11) is consistent with higher 
concentrations of hydrogen near the poles than at the equator. 
 
Simulation of neutron and gamma ray leakage currents 
The interaction of GCRs with regolith materials on Ceres’ surface was modeled using the 
Monte Carlo N-Particle eXtended (MCNPX) code (34, 35).  MCNPX version 2.7.0 is 
available from the Radiation Safety Information Computational Center (36).  MCNPX is 
widely used for planetary nuclear spectroscopy (e.g. 35, 37-40).  The collision of high-
energy GCR ions with nuclei in the regolith makes secondary particles via spallation and 
evaporation. These undergo further interactions, producing particle shower that includes 
gamma rays and neutrons, some of which escape into space.  We used MCNPX to 
calculate the current of gamma rays and neutrons escaping from Ceres’ surface.  The 
current is the rate at which particles cross the surface into space. 
Input parameters, including cross sections and physics models, were similar to 
those used for studies of Vesta (11, 40). Ceres was modeled as a homogeneous, 
equivalent-volume sphere, with an inner shell representing the ice table.  The sphere was 
exposed to an isotropic flux of GCR protons and helium ions.  The GCR differential flux 
was generated using the Badhwar - O’Neill model (2011 update) (41, 42), which solves 
the Fokker-Planck equation describing the drift/diffusion of GCR ions within the 
heliosphere.  Since GRaND measurements were empirically corrected for temporal 
variations in the flux of galactic cosmic rays, the same GCR input spectrum, with a 
modulation potential of 550 MV (cf. 35, 40), was used for all MCNPX simulations. 
Normalized counting rates reported here are insensitive to GCR spectral shape, which is 
controlled by the modulation potential.  Using MCNPX, the leakage current of neutrons 
and gamma rays was tallied as a function of energy and angle. The source units were 
selected so that the current tallied by MCNPX had units of particles/s (e.g. 35).  The tally 
was converted to units of particles/cm2/s/MeV/steradian by dividing by the surface area 
of Ceres, and the width of the energy- and angle bins.  The calculations were carried out 
for representative regolith compositions and hydrogen layering. 
 
Forward model of Counts (Figs. 2 and 3) 
Simulated counting rates for the Fe 7.6 MeV gamma ray and thermal+epithermal 
neutrons are displayed on a relative scale in Fig. 2.  To make Fig. 2, the simulated 7.6 
MeV peak area was assumed to be proportional to the leakage current of 7.6 MeV gamma 
rays simulated by MCNPX.  For neutrons, the leakage current was propagated to the 
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orbiting spectrometer using a physical model that accounts for neutron decay and 
detection, given the energy-angle response function of the phoswich.  The model was 
used to simulate the response for surfaces with uniform composition within the field of 
view of the detector (Fig. 2) and heterogeneous surfaces, accounting for blurring of 
surface regions by the broad spatial response of the instrument (Fig. 3C).  Model 
calculations were based on the ray tracing algorithm used to calculate the solid angle of 
Vesta and Ceres at different orbital locations using polygonal shape models (43).   
 The solid angle subtended by Ceres at the spacecraft is given by the following 
surface integral (e.g. 44):  
 
2
ˆˆ
S
ndA
r
⋅Ω
Ω = ∫   (1) 
 
where S is the set of all points on the surface visible from the spacecraft, nˆ is the unit 
outward normal of the surface at a surface location, and Ωˆ  and r  are, respectively, the 
direction and distance from that surface location to the spacecraft.  This integral can be 
solved using Monte Carlo (e.g. 43):  Rays originating from the spacecraft are selected 
randomly from an isotropic distribution.  Rays that intersect Ceres, which is represented 
by a polygonal shape model, receive a score (W) of 1.  Those that don’t receive a score of 
zero.  The fractional solid angle (out of 4π) is given by the ratio of the total score and the 
number of rays sampled.   
 The flux of neutrons at the detector (neutrons/cm2/s) is given by an integral 
similar to Eq. 1: 
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ϕ κ
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where κ  is a constant, ( )ˆˆ, ,j r E n ⋅Ω  is the leakage current of particles with energy E at 
location r on the surface of Ceres, determined by MCNPX, with units of 
particles/cm2/s/steradian.  The exponential term accounts for the decay of low energy 
neutrons for which the transit time to orbit t  is comparable to the neutron lifetime .τ   
This formulation assumes that the neutrons travel in straight-line trajectories. 
Gravitational binding of neutrons is ignored (40).    
 The integral in Eq. 2 can be calculated by importance sampling (45) using the 
same ray-tracing algorithm used to calculate the solid angle; however, instead of scoring 
1 when a ray strikes the shape model, the following weight is scored: 
 
( )ˆˆ, ,
ˆˆ
tj r E n e
W
n
τ−⋅Ω
=
⋅Ω

  (3) 
 
The weight is proportional to the ratio of the (actual) neutron emission distribution 
determined by MCNPX to the sampled (arbitrary) emission distribution, which varies 
linearly in the cosine of the emission angle (Eq. 1). A similar approach was used to 
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simulate the response of GRaND as Dawn flew by Mars (9). The weight can be further 
multiplied by the energy-dependent, efficiency-area product of the detector, which varies 
linearly with the angle of incidence (9), in which case the integral has units of counts/s.   
 The Monte Carlo integration algorithm was used to calculate the orbital response 
of GRaND (counts/s) for surfaces with spatially non-uniform compositions (ice table 
simulations shown in Fig. 3), accounting for spatial mixing of surface regions by 
GRaND’s broad footprint.  For convex bodies like Ceres, the radiation output from 
separate surface parcels is independent (decoupled).  Consequently, surface leakage 
currents calculated for a uniform sphere by MCNPX for selected compositions were 
assigned to different surface regions to model heterogeneous surface composition. 
 
Model compositions used in MCNPX simulations 
The response of GRaND was calculated for selected solar system materials, including 
whole-rock compositions compiled for howardites (40, 46), average compositions for 
carbonaceous- and ordinary-chondrites (23), and dust from Halley’s comet (47).  In 
addition, simulated (artificial) materials with variable Fe-content were extrapolated from 
CM and CI compositions to fill the gap in Fe concentration between CI and Halley’s dust 
(Table S1).  For each material, hydration trends were modeled by removing all H as H2O, 
and mixing H2O with the H-free composition to achieve the desired water-equivalent 
hydrogen (WEH) content.  For hydrogen layering, the regolith was modeled as two, 
homogeneous layers, guided by ice stability modeling (e.g. 13). For selected 
compositions, we modeled permutations on the WEH concentration of the upper (Wup) 
and lower layer (Wdn) and depth of the lower layer (D), with Wup ≤ Wdn (see Fig. 2) (33, 
48). For the latitude profiles shown in Fig. 3B, Ceres’ ice-free composition was assumed 
to be spatially uniform.  Only spatial variations in depth (D) were modeled.  
 
Ice retreat model 
As water ice near the surface sublimates, the molecules diffuse through the porous 
subsurface, and are lost to space. An ice retreat model quantifies the gradual loss of water 
to space over 4.5 Gyr since Ceres’ formation, based on subsurface temperatures and the 
physical properties of the overlying layer. The increase in solar luminosity over time is 
taken into account. 
The model calculations are initialized with a mixture of ice and dust and assume a 
thermal inertia for the ice-free material of 15 Jm−2K−1s−1/2, the best measurement from 
Earth-based observatories (49), and a grain density of 2.5 g/cm3. The particle size in the 
surface layer is varied, but must be small (≲100 µm) to be consistent with the low 
thermal inertia. The particle size determines the size of the pores and sets the vapor 
diffusion coefficient. Other than due to impact gardening, ice recedes with a sharply 
defined ice table, giving rise to a two-layered structure, with an ice-free upper layer and 
an ice-rich lower layer. In all model results included here, the porosity initially equals the 
volumetric ice-fraction, i.e. the pore spaces are initially completely filled with ice. Model 
calculations with impact gardening, similar to lunar rates and represented as stochastic 
mixing of the upper regolith, show erosion of the ice table, but overall only a minor 
modification of the depth-to-ice (13). 
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The first model calculations of the desiccation of an ice-rich crust on Ceres were 
carried out by Fanale & Salvail (6). The most significant difference to their model is the 
incorporation of diurnal temperature variations (i.e. much smaller time steps). Large 
surface temperature oscillations lead to colder temperatures at depth, due to the 
nonlinearity of the Stefan-Boltzmann radiation law, and thus to less ice loss and 
shallower burial depths. For example, the equatorial mean (i.e. time-averaged) surface 
temperature in the model is about 154K, as compared to 180K in Fanale & Salvail. Other 
models have predicted the stability of ice on Ceres using a ‘buried snow line temperature’ 
(50, 51). 
Proper (not current) orbital elements are used, as these represent the long-term 
average, and the solar longitude of perihelion is allowed to precess, which leads to 
hemispherically symmetric depths-to-ice. Although southern summer currently occurs 
near perihelion, the orbit as well as the spin axis precess, at periods of 24 kyr and 22 kyr 
respectively (52), and no hemispheric asymmetry in the long-term average insolation 
(incoming solar radiation) is expected. Since the current depth of the ice is the cumulative 
result of 4.5 Gyr of retreat, the most recent precession cycle added only a tiny fraction to 
these depths. Other details of the model are described elsewhere (13, 53), and the source 
code is available online (54). A suite of model calculations has been carried out for 
comparison with GRaND results, with a range of particle sizes, porosities (ice fractions), 
and with and without impact gardening.  
Model calculations for three cases with impact gardening are shown in Fig. 3B: 
• Case a - low diffusivity, with a grain size of 1 µm and porosity of 0.1 (4 wt.% 
water ice);  
• Case b - high diffusivity, with a grain size of 10 µm and porosity of 0.5 (30 wt.% 
water ice);  
• Case c -  low diffusivity, with a grain size of 1 µm and porosity of 0.2 (10 wt.% 
water ice). 
 
Comparison of Vesta, Ceres and models (Fig. 2) 
In Fig. 2, measurements of Ceres were plotted on a relative scale with Vesta and 
simulated counting rates for different model compositions.   For each signature, the map 
data were normalized to their global, sample weighted average and then multiplied by the 
ratio of orbit-averaged counting rates measured in LAMO (Ceres/Vesta).  In forming this 
ratio, the vestan rates were corrected to the cerean measurement geometry by multiplying 
by the ratio of LAMO average solid angles.  The vestan rates were further adjusted to 
remove differences in GCR production rates by multiplying by the ratio of LAMO 
average triples rates, corrected for “shadowing” effects (9).   
The globally-averaged Ceres/Vesta counting ratios were 0.32 ± 0.02 for 6Li(n,α) 
reaction and 1.48 ± 0.06 for the 7.6 MeV gamma ray.  Statistical variations in globally-
averaged spectra contribute negligibly to the uncertainty the ratios. The quoted errors are 
estimates of the systematic uncertainty in determining net peak areas using different 
methods, baseline subtraction (Fig. S8) and peak fitting (e.g. Fig. S17), and parameter 
variations (e.g., boundaries for regions of interest).  In the following discussion, we show 
how assumptions regarding Vesta’s global composition influence interpretation of Ceres’ 
composition.  Uncertainties in the Ceres/Vesta counting ratios are not considered; 
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however, they do affect the uncertainty in the [H] and [Fe] determined for Ceres’ non-icy 
regolith [see Concentrations of H and Fe in Ceres ice-free regolith (Fig. 4)]. 
Placement of the normalized counting data on the same relative scale as the 
models requires knowledge of Vesta’s mean regolith composition, which is not precisely 
known.  However, a lower bound on Vesta’s global average [H] (250 µg/g) was 
determined by the analysis of GRaND data (11), and the howardite meteorites, which are 
primarily a mixture of basaltic eucrite and diogenite, are thought to be representative of 
Vesta’s regolith (e.g. 46).   
Globally-averaged counting rates for Vesta were modeled for different 
combinations of assumed values for Vesta’s global average [H] and model compositions 
for Vesta’s H-free regolith, obtained by varying the percentage of eucritic material in 
howardite (40).  Experimental counting ratios (Ceres’ pixel counting rates normalized to 
Vesta’s global average) were normalized to the model counting rates for Vesta.  In order 
to determine the sensitivity of assumptions about Vesta’s composition, the following 
cases were considered: 
1. Minimum: Vesta’s global regolith is modeled as howardite with 55% basaltic
eucrite, with a global average [H] of 250 µg/g;
2. Random: Multiple random samples of Vesta’s global average [H] and basaltic
eucrite content.
For the minimum case, the counting rates for Vesta were plotted at (1,1) in Figs. 2 and 
S12.  For random samples shown in Fig. S12, model counting rates for Vesta were 
plotted relative to (1,1).  Random samples of [H] and basaltic eucrite content were 
selected from a two-dimensional normal distribution ([H] = 400 ± 200 µg/g; basaltic 
eucrite content = 60% ± 10%).  The random points for Vesta are shown as an ellipse 
(95% confidence interval) and the corresponding Ceres data are shown as grey points in 
Fig. S12.  The mean and standard deviation for [H] was arbitrarily selected to include the 
minimum [H] determined by GRaND.  The random samples show that higher [H] within 
Vesta’s regolith would push the Ceres map data closer to the hydration trend-line for the 
CI chondrite model composition.   
 In the main text, we adopt the minimum global [H] on Vesta as ground truth for 
determining the concentrations of H and Fe on Ceres.  This assumption gives a robust 
lower bound on the H content of Ceres’ ice-free regolith for comparison with meteorite 
analogs.  In addition, the minimum is likely representative of Vesta’s surface. 
 Among several hundred howardite meteorites (55), there are a few that show 
evidence for exposure on the surface of Vesta (11, 56-58).  These regolithic howardites 
contain solar wind Ne and, in many cases, coarse carbonaceous chondrite clasts, 
exogenous material delivered to Vesta’s basaltic crust.  These samples are inferred to 
contain between 240- to 600-µg/g H (11) in the form of hydrated minerals in the 
carbonaceous chondrite clasts, consistent with 400 µg/g H measured by GRaND in 
Vesta’s low-albedo hemisphere (11).  Analysis of Ne in regolithic howardites indicates 
that the vestan regolith contains 1- to 100-µg/g H from the solar wind (11).  The 
relatively young Rheasilvia impact basin (59, 60) contains the lowest concentrations of H 
and OH on Vesta (11, 61).  If H within Rheasilvia was delivered primarily by the solar 
wind, then the 250 µg/g lower bound from GRaND is representative of the actual 
globally averaged [H] in Vesta’s upper regolith. 
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Hydrogen mapping with thermal + epithermal neutrons (Figs. 3A) 
Production, moderation and absorption control the population of neutrons within the 
regolith.  The number of neutrons made by GCR interactions scales roughly with the 
average atomic mass of the regolith.  Successive collisions with regolith nuclei moderates 
the energy of the neutrons.  Fast neutrons undergo inelastic and elastic collisions.  Slower 
neutrons in the epithermal and thermal energy ranges interact via elastic scattering.  The 
cross section for neutron radiative capture – an important loss mechanism – 
approximately varies inversely with neutron speed.  
The energy lost by neutrons in elastic collisions depends on the atomic mass of 
the target nuclei. Hydrogen is a powerful moderator. On average, neutrons lose half their 
energy per elastic collision with hydrogen (62).  In comparison, neutrons lose an average 
of about 14% per collision with C and 11% with O.  The addition of hydrogen to regolith 
materials results in more rapid energy loss, suppressing the flux in the fast and epithermal 
energy ranges.  The addition of small amounts of hydrogen to a “dry” material results in 
an initial increase in the flux of neutrons approaching thermal equilibrium with the 
regolith; however, the increase is offset by absorption as more hydrogen is added. 
Because neutrons in the epithermal energy range mainly undergo elastic collisions, 
the epithermal neutron leakage flux depends strongly on hydrogen content.  For 
achondrites, hydrogen concentration can be determined reliably from epithermal neutrons 
(11); however, analogs for Ceres and primitive solar system materials are C-rich (Table 
S1) .  Although C is 12 times more massive than H, C and other light elements can affect 
moderation in planetary crustal materials; however, for model materials, relative 
variations in C content are large.  For these materials, changes in C content can have a 
noticeable effect on the neutron leakage flux. 
For fixed [H], increasing C content results in a decrease in the average atomic 
mass of the regolith, which will result in decreased neutron production (Fig. S13A).  The 
addition of C also increases the energy loss cross section, resulting in a suppression of the 
neutron flux in the epithermal energy range (Fig. S13B).   
The neutron leakage spectra for C-poor L chondrite (2500 µg/g C) and C-rich 
Halley’s dust (24 wt.% C), both with 7% WEH are compared in Fig. S14A.  For the C-
rich sample, the neutron population is suppressed in the epithermal range, while the 
leakage current of thermal neutrons is enhanced (63).  Plots of relative neutron counts as 
a function of WEH show considerable variability as a function of [C] for epithermal and 
fast neutrons (Figs. S14B and S14C); however, the trends for thermal + epithermal counts 
are similar, due in part to the increase/decrease in the flux of thermal/epithermal neutrons 
when C is added. The trends converge with added water, which dilutes contributions 
from other elements.  For [H] greater than 10 wt.% WEH, the [H] can be determined 
reliably from thermal + epithermal neutron measurements (lines terminating with arrow 
in Fig. S14D) with an uncertainty of 1 wt.% WEH (1σ) or less for the range of model 
compositions considered.  For mapping relative variations in [H] (e.g. Fig. 3), this is the 
dominant source of error.  Contributions from statistical variations in the mapped 
counting data (error bars in Fig. 1A) are small in comparison.  We also found that the 
relative variation of [H] on Ceres does not depend strongly on assumptions regarding 
placement of counts on a relative scale with the models (i.e. assumptions regarding the H 
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content of Vesta’s regolith and uncertainties in the Ceres/Vesta counting ratio).   The 
uncertainty in estimates of the ice content based on the difference between equatorial and 
polar hydrogen concentrations (Fig. 3C) is about 1 wt.% WEH. 
Modeling shows that thermal + epithermal counting rates are insensitive to the 
temperature of the regolith.  Following (64), the neutron leakage current was calculated 
for representative materials at different regolith temperatures (70 K and 150 K).   The 
thermal leakage current is sensitive to the temperature of the regolith just below the 
diurnal temperature wave (at depths of about 30 g/cm2).  Based on thermal modeling (this 
study), the equatorial temperature is predicted to be about 150 K at this depth; whereas, 
the temperature at the pole is about 70 K.  For the range of model compositions, we 
found that thermal + epithemal rate decreased on average by 1% from 150 K to 70 K, 
with a maximum change of less than 2%.  This variation has negligible influence on the 
determination of H content.  Changes in regolith temperature cannot explain the nearly 
30% latitude variation in thermal + epithermal counts observed at Ceres (Fig. 1A).  
 
Determining Fe concentration 
The hydration trends for model compositions (Table S1) form a grid, which can be used 
to determine [Fe] for equatorial pixels (Fig. S15).  For each model composition, the 
7.6 MeV interaction rate follows an arc with increasing [H] (equivalently, with 
decreasing thermal + epithermal rate).  For low [H], the 7.6 MeV rate increases as water 
is added.  Added H increases the flux of thermal neutrons, which results in an increase in 
the production of 7.6 MeV Fe capture gamma rays.  For high [H] (greater than about 
10%, depending on composition), the 7.6 MeV rate decreases, due to dilution of Fe by 
water and increased capture of thermal neutrons by H.  For fixed thermal + epithermal 
rate (equivalently, [H]), the 7.6 MeV rate increases monotonically with increasing [Fe].  
The [Fe] for measured 7.6 MeV rates can be determined by linear interpolation of the 
model values along a vertical transect through the grid as shown in Fig. S15. 
 
Concentrations of H and Fe in Ceres ice-free regolith (Fig. 4) 
The [H] and [Fe] plotted in Fig. 4 was determined using the methods described above for 
different assumed values for the global average [H] of Vesta’s regolith, ranging from 250 
µg/g H (black diamond) to 800 µg/g (white diamond with blue outline).  For each 
assumed value, the concentrations of H and Fe were determined from the mapped 
counting data (Fig. 1) for each of the 36, 20° quasi-equal-area pixels near the equator.  
The average of the equatorial pixels is shown in Fig. 4.  The following sources of 
uncertainty were combined in quadrature to determine the error bars shown in Fig. 4, 
which indicates the dispersion of pixel values: 
• The population standard deviation of the sampled pixels, approximately 0.4 wt.% 
WEH and 0.7 wt.% Fe; 
• Systematic uncertainties in the Ceres/Vesta counting ratio, which was used to 
place the experimental data on a relative scale with models [see Comparison of 
Vesta, Ceres and models (Fig. 2)], corresponding to 1.7 wt.% WEH and 0.1 wt.% 
Fe; 
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• For H, an additional 1 wt.% WEH uncertainty in converting thermal + epithermal 
counting rates to H concentration was included [see Hydrogen mapping with 
thermal + epithermal neutrons (Figs. 3A)]. 
When combined, the total uncertainty was approximately 2 wt.% WEH and 1 wt.% Fe. 
 
Gamma ray spectrum analysis 
Pulse height spectra from the BGO scintillator acquired in LAMO include contributions 
from gamma rays produced within Ceres’ regolith as well as by GCR interactions with 
the spacecraft.  To eliminate spacecraft contributions, we subtracted a background 
spectrum accumulated over 29 days at great distance from Ceres (orbital radius > 3000 
km, prior to 27-Jul) from spectra acquired in LAMO.  The background accumulation 
period was selected so that the BGO HV setting matched that used for LAMO.  The 
difference spectrum is sensitive to gamma rays originating from Ceres (Fig. S16).  All 
spectra were divided by live-time and corrected for variations in gain and peak-width 
(65).   Data that did not meet pointing criteria (Fig. S5) were excluded from spectral sums 
in LAMO. 
The 7.6 MeV gamma ray from neutron capture with Fe, which is absent in the 
background spectrum appears prominently in the spectrum acquired at low altitude 
(Fig. S16).  Prominent peaks from fast neutron interactions with C and O also appear in 
the spectrum above 4 MeV.  At low energies, the difference spectrum contains a strong 
peak at about 2.2 MeV, which should include contributions from radiative neutron 
capture with H; however, this peak also contains unknown contributions from neutron 
interactions with Al and S.  The 2.2 MeV peak is about 40% higher than observed at 
Vesta for which contributions are primarily from neutron inelastic scattering with Al 
(11).  This is consistent with Ceres having a H-rich regolith; however, because the 
contributions from Al and S are unknown, the change in neutron counts relative to Vesta 
is a more robust measure of the H content of Ceres’ regolith.  In addition, a prominent 
peak appears at 1.78 MeV, which includes contributions from neutron inelastic scattering 
with Si.  This peak is 25% the intensity measured at Vesta, which is consistent with Ceres 
having lower Si content than Vesta.  This is not unexpected given that analog 
carbonaceous chondrite meteorites have lower Si content than howardite meteorites (23); 
however, quantification of Si is challenging due to unknown contributions from Al and 
Fe (e.g. neutron capture by Al at 1.779 MeV and inelastic neutron scattering with Fe at 
1.810-MeV) (66).  Consequently, gamma ray analyses of H and Si are not reported. 
 For the analysis of gamma rays produced by nuclear reactions, the background 
was weighted (67) prior to subtraction to account for changes in the flux of GCRs 
between the background measurement and LAMO (Fig. S16).  The weighting algorithm 
simultaneously corrects for shadowing of the spacecraft by Ceres.  The change in GCR 
flux was determined from the triples coincidence counter using methods described by 
(67).  An unweighted (“straight”) difference was used in the analysis of natural 
radioelements. 
 Regions of the gamma ray spectrum were fitted with Gaussian shapes, 
representing discrete gamma rays, and a power law, representing the continuum.  The 
peak areas are proportional to the full energy interaction rates of characteristic gamma 
rays made by specific nuclear reactions.   
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Fig. S17A shows the low energy region of the “straight” difference spectrum (64), 
which contains the 1.46 MeV gamma ray from the decay of 40K. For spectra acquired in 
the equatorial region within ±20° latitude, the net peak area was 0.045 ± 0.004 counts/s.  
The [K] is proportional to the 1.46 MeV peak area.  The constant of proportionality 
depends on the half-life of 40K, gamma ray yield, average solid angle of Ceres, and the 
efficiency of the BGO scintillator (67).  The constant also depends weakly on the gamma 
ray mass attenuation coefficient of the regolith.  We used the XCOM program (68) to 
calculate the mass attenuation coefficient of the model CI and CM chondrite 
compositions for the 34 most abundant elements in Table 1.  The mass attenuation 
coefficients for CI and CM chondrites are 0.053- and 0.052 cm2/g, respectively.  Given 
the average solid angle of Ceres of 1.057 in LAMO and the average mass attenuation 
coefficient for CI and CM chondrites, the proportionality constant for Ceres was 
9.12×103 μg/g/(counts/s) (Eq. 3 and Table A1 of 67). This gives [K] of 410 ± 40 μg/g for 
Ceres’ non-icy regolith. 
At mid-high energies (>4 MeV), the weighted difference spectrum contains 
significant contributions from C, O and Fe (Fig. S17B).  The prominent peak at 7.6 MeV, 
which does not appear in high altitude spectra (Fig. S16), is a gamma-ray doublet (7.631- 
and 7.646-MeV) produced by radiative neutron capture by 56Fe within Ceres’ regolith.   
The peak at 4.4 MeV contains contributions from C and O, including neutron inelastic 
scattering with 12C (for neutrons with energies above the reaction threshold, 
En > 4.4 MeV), and spallation of 16O (En > 15 MeV).  Both reactions make the first 
excited state of 12C, which de-excites by emission of a 4.438 MeV gamma ray (66).  The 
peak at about 6.1 MeV contains unresolved contributions from Fe and O, which are 
separated by peak fitting.  Neutron inelastic scattering with 16O (En > 6.1 MeV) produces 
a 6.129 MeV gamma ray.  The areas of peaks are given in Table S2.   
The full energy peak intensity (net peak area in counts/s) for a gamma ray with 
energy E is proportional to the current of gamma rays escaping the surface, FE 
(gamma-rays/cm2/s), and the intrinsic efficiency εE of the BGO scintillator at that energy.  
Nuclear reactions with elements can produce gamma rays at multiple energies (66).  The 
contribution of gamma rays produced by the same element to peaks in the gamma ray 
spectrum can be estimated if the peak area for one of the gamma rays is known (e.g. 11, 
69).  The elemental contribution to a peak at energy E′  is given by
( ) ( )E E E EA F F ε ε′ ′× × , where A  is the measured peak area (counts/s) for a single 
gamma ray with energy E.  For nuclear reactions produced by the same reaction type (i.e. 
fast neutron inelastic scattering or neutron capture), the ratio of currents is roughly 
independent of regolith composition (38, 70).   
Using this approach, contributions to the 4.4 MeV peak by spallation of 16O were 
estimated from the peak area for the 6.1 MeV gamma ray made by neutron inelastic 
scattering with 16O.  The 6.1 MeV peak area was multiplied by the relative efficiency of 
the BGO scintillator (ε4.4/ε6.1 = 1.15) (9) and the ratio of the leakage current calculated by 
MCNPX for average CI chondrite (F4.4/F6.1 = 0.40).  The ratio of currents is nearly 
identical to that calculated by (63) for average lunar soil (F4.4/F6.1 = 0.42).  The estimated 
contribution from O (0.018 ± 0.001 counts/s) was subtracted from the area of the 
4.4 MeV peak (C+O in Table S2) to determine the contribution of C to the 4.4 MeV peak 
(C in Table S2).  The quoted uncertainties in Table S2 are propagated, statistical counting 
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errors.  Systematic errors in the current- and efficiency-ratios should contribute <10% to 
the relative uncertainty in C counts (9).  
 
Detection of carbon 
The presence of high concentrations of C within Ceres’ regolith can be tested by 
comparing GCR-corrected 4.4- and 6.1-MeV peak areas measured at Ceres and Vesta 
(Table S2).  The production rate of gamma rays depends on the atom density of the target 
element and the flux of interrogating neutrons with energies greater than the reaction 
threshold. The 6.1-MeV interaction rate is about a factor of two lower at Ceres than at 
Vesta, consistent with a large observed decrease in the leakage flux of fast neutrons 
(Fig. S18).  Vestan and cerean model compositions have similar O content.  Therefore, 
the difference in counting rates is not likely due to changes in [O].  In contrast, the C 
contribution to the 4.4 MeV peak is over a factor of two higher at Ceres than at Vesta.  
Despite exogenic contamination by carbonaceous impactors, the C content of Vesta’s 
regolith is small (< 0.1 wt.% if the H measured by GRaND was delivered by impactors 
with CM chondrite composition).  Therefore, C contributions to the 4.4 MeV peak at 
Vesta must be caused by the interaction of neutrons made in Vesta’s regolith with 
GRaND’s carbon-composite housing.  That the C contribution to 4.4 MeV peak increases 
at Ceres, despite a large reduction in the flux of interrogating fast neutrons, is evidence 
for elevated [C] in Ceres regolith.  However, unknown backgrounds from neutrons 
impinging on GRaND’s C-rich housing complicate quantification of [C] using gamma 
rays. 
Equatorial fast and thermal + epithermal neutron counting rates (for pixels within 
20° of the equator, representative of Ceres’ ice-free regolith) plot close to the CI 
chondrite model rates (Fig. S18).  The spread of equatorial fast neutron measurements 
overlaps the CI chondrite model.  However, the average equatorial value for fast neutrons 
is about 3σ lower than the model, falling between the hydration lines for Halley’s dust 
and CI chondrite.  The shift to lower rates may result from moderation by C.  If so, then 
Ceres’ regolith may contain more C than CI chondrites (greater than a few %).  The error 
bars are for precision only and systematic errors may contribute to the offset.  For the 
chart shown in Fig. S18, the position of the data is insensitive to assumptions for 
minimum [H] on Vesta. 
 
Hydrogen and Iron concentrations in meteorites (Fig. 4) 
Fig. 4 shows published analyses of total Fe and H content, expressed as water-equivalent 
hydrogen (WEH = 9 × [H]), for selected CM and CI chondrites.  The plotted values and 
references are listed in Table S3.   
Measurements of indigenous H are challenging due to contamination of samples 
by terrestrial atmospheric water, which is readily adsorbed by phyllosilicates, as well as 
possible alteration of the meteorite during its passage through the atmosphere (18).  Our 
compilation is based on recent results from mass spectrometry (18, 71) and 
thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) (72).  Mass spectrometry provides a direct 
measurement of total H; whereas, with TGA, H2O content is inferred from changes in the 
mass of the sample as it is heated.  Both methods give similar results for CM chondrites; 
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however, for CI chondrites, TGA may overestimate water content since phases other than 
water may contribute to mass loss (73).  For TGA analyses reported by (72), water 
content was taken to be the mass loss between 400- and 770-°C (cf. 73). Table S3 
includes published analyses of Fe for 17 meteorites.  Four of these were assigned Fe 
concentrations from a paired meteorite (18).   
 
 
Supplementary Text 
 
Constraints on the mineralogy of Ceres 
GRaND measurements of the concentration of Fe and H in Ceres’ ice-free regolith differ 
from the aqueously altered carbonaceous chondrites.  The concentration of H measured 
by GRaND (17 ± 2 wt.% WEH, equivalently 1.9 ± 0.2 wt.% H) is somewhat larger than 
for the CI chondrites.  Measurements of Orgueil (CI1) by mass spectrometry give 
1.56 wt.% H (18), within two standard deviations of the measurement by GRaND.  For 
CI chondrites, H is in the form of phyllosilicates, including serpentine group minerals and 
clays, hydroxides and organic compounds (74, 75).  Anhydrous species include magnetite 
and carbonates.  Of the phyllosilicates, serpentine contains the highest H content (up to 
1.4 wt.%).  Dry clays such as montmorillonite contain less than 1 wt.% H as structural 
OH. Although adsorption of water can push the hydrogen content of clay minerals well 
above 2 wt.% in terrestrial settings, the presence of significant contributions from 
adsorbed water in Ceres’ upper regolith seems unlikely given the low water vapor 
pressures implied by ice stability modeling (13, 53, 76). Surficial water ice was not 
detected in Ceres’ global regolith (5).  However, it is conceivable that exposure of clays, 
hydrated salt and hydroxides to water vapor over geologic timescales may result in 
accumulation of adsorbed water within the regolith (77). Carbonaceous chondrites 
contain organic material with a molar H/C ratio of 0.7 (19).  Analysis of a CI chondrite 
by (18) shows that organics contribute about 0.2 wt.% H, which implies the presence of a 
few weight percent organic matter. 
The [Fe] in Ceres regolith (16 ± 1 wt.%) can be matched by adding 13 wt.% of a 
neutral component to the CI chondrite composition.   The concentrations of both Fe and 
H can be explained if this neutral component were hydrogen-bearing organic matter.  
Thus, GRaND observations allow for the possibility that Ceres accreted materials with 
more organic matter than the CI parent body.  If so, this would support the idea that the 
accreted materials or Ceres itself formed further away from the Sun than the meteorites 
(1).  Alternatively, the relatively low-density organic matter could have been 
concentrated at the surface during ice-rock fractionation.   
While organics are not required to fit the global spectrum measured by Dawn’s 
Visible to near InfraRed (VIR) spectrometer (1), their presence cannot be excluded (20).   
Carbonates were detected with a spectral mixing fraction of 5%.  If the spectral mixing 
fraction is interpreted as a mineral volume fraction, then carbonates would contribute 
about 0.7 wt.% C to the regolith, which is higher than the [C] in carbonates in CM 
chondrites (78).  Carbon-bearing species may have been graphitized by exposure to 
ultraviolet radiation (79).  The analysis of the VIR global spectrum found 60- to 90% of a 
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neutral, darkening agent, which was modeled as magnetite.  The total concentration of Fe 
measured by GRaND implies less than 6 vol.% of magnetite within Ceres regolith.  Thus, 
graphitized carbon is a viable alternative to magnetite as a darkening agent. 
Hydrous mineral species detected by VIR include ammoniated phyllosilicates and 
OH bearing species, consistent with widespread aqueous alteration of surface materials.  
These observations support the analysis and interpretation of GRaND data presented in 
this study; however, we note that the H content implied by VIR spectral mixing fractions 
(approximately 3 wt.% WEH) is much lower than the bulk, ice-free regolith as seen by 
GRaND.  This may relate to differences in the composition of the optical and bulk 
regolith (e.g. 80) and/or uncertainties in converting spectral mixing fractions to mineral 
abundances.   
 
Estimates of exogenic pollution   
Ceres’ regolith may contain significant contamination from the infall of exogenic 
impactors.  Consequently, the composition of the uppermost regolith as seen by Dawn 
may not be representative of crustal materials.  Here, we estimate the [Fe] and [H] in 
Ceres’ pristine, upper crust just following formation, 4.5 Ga ago, given values observed 
by GRaND and hypothetical scenarios for the delivery of exogenic materials.   
We computed the total mass delivered to the surface over the lifetime of Ceres 
(4.5 Gyr) using a recent collisional model (81). Collisions are stochastic, and large 
impacts may dominate the mass delivered. As a result, the accreted mass typically ranges 
from 1×1019 kg to 6×1019 kg.  Here, we conservatively adopted 1×1019 kg.  Based on the 
median excavation depth of all the impacts, the upper 5 km crustal layer contains the 
accreted material.  Projectile retention efficiencies depend on the properties of the 
impactor and crust (82).  Since the portion of accreted material retained in the crust is 
unknown, we estimated the pristine crustal composition for different retention 
efficiencies (from 0% to 50% in steps of 10%).  The pristine composition was calculated 
for two end-member scenarios: accretion of S-type impactors modeled as representative 
ordinary chondrite composition (24 wt.% Fe and no H); and C-type impactors with 
representative CI/CM compositional average from Table S3 (20 wt.% Fe, 11 wt.% WEH) 
(23). We find that Ceres' pristine crust must have been richer in H and poorer in Fe than 
observed by GRaND (see Table S4).   
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Fig. S1.   
Cross section (Y-Z) showing the arrangement of sensors to scale within the GRaND instrument.  GCR, neutron and gamma ray 
signatures are illustrated.  The +Z axis points towards the center of Ceres during science data acquisition. See text for a description of 
GRaND sensors and data products.
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Fig. S2.   
Neutron leakage spectra for howardite and CM chondrite compositions (left axis, 
legend) are compared.  Efficiency-area products for the detection of thermal + 
epithermal (solid green) and epithermal neutrons (dashed green) are shown (right axis) 
(9).  Approximate boundaries for neutron energy ranges are indicated (dashed vertical). 
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Fig. S3.   
Spectra acquired by the +Z phoswich in LAMO at Vesta and Ceres.  At Ceres, the 
93 keVee peak was not noticeable until background was subtracted.  The spectrum labeled 
“Ceres – background” was formed by subtracting a fraction (0.9) of the background 
spectrum acquired far from Ceres from the spectrum measured in LAMO. 
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Fig. S4.   
Timeline for GRaND data acquisition during Ceres encounter (2015-2016). Orbital radius and +Z phoswich gross counts are 
shown. Adjustments to instrument settings, including the high voltage (HV) applied to the BGO photomultiplier tube are marked 
(red).  Settings are reported as data numbers (DN).  From 16-Dec to 19-Mar, GRaND was pointed within 5° of nadir during science 
data acquisition.  After 19-Mar, higher angles were allowed (up to about 10°), with negligible impact on mapped data. 
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Fig. S5.   
Pointing summary: Time series counting data acquired in LAMO for the +Z phoswich (left) and angle of the +Z axis relative to body 
center (right).  The counting data are marked in red when the pointing angle exceeds 15°.  When the instrument is tipped off center, 
the counting rate decreases, due to reduced counting efficiency (projected area) and shielding by spacecraft materials.  Prior to 
19-Mar, pointing angles greater than 5° were excluded from mapping/analysis.  After 19-Mar, the exclusion angle was increased to 
12°.   
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Fig. S6.   
Orbital trajectories for the Dawn spacecraft at Vesta and Ceres are compared (grey lines).  Circles (dashes) are plotted to show 
radial variations.  The orbits were rotated onto a plane for display. Representative outlines for Vesta and Ceres are shown.  GRaND’s 
field of view (FOV) is illustrated for Ceres.  The orbital period and science accumulation interval (TELREADOUT) are indicated. 
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Fig. S7.   
Measurement geometry and galactic cosmic ray proxy.  (A) The apparent size of Ceres (solid angle); and (B) triples coincidence rate 
(proxy for the GCR flux) as a function of time in LAMO.
Apparent
size of Ceres
Galactic 
cosmic ray 
proxy
A
B
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Fig. S8.   
Peak extraction methods are illustrated using sums of LAMO pulse height spectra 
that meet pointing criteria.  The net peak area is determined by subtracting background 
from gross counts within a region of interest (ROI) containing the peak (black dashed 
lines).  The background shape function (red) is adjusted to match the spectrum within one 
or more background ROIs (blue dashed lines).  The following spectra are shown: (A) +Z 
phoswich single interaction 6Li(n,α) reaction peak; (B) +Z phoswich single interaction 
10B(n,α) reaction peak with background regions labeled B1 and B2; (C) BGO 7.6 MeV 
56Fe(n,γ) capture peak; (D) +Z phoswich double-pulse 10B(n,α) second interaction peak.  
For the spectrum shown in (B), the background measured far from Ceres was scaled and 
subtracted from the single interaction spectra acquired in LAMO (as in Fig. S3).    
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Fig. S9.   
Galactic cosmic ray corrections. 6Li(n,α) net peak areas corrected for solid angle variations (black points) were further corrected for 
GCR variations (green points).  The GCR correction factor varies inversely with the average counting rate in an equatorial band (30°S 
to 30°N) within a 3.5 orbit window (violet points).
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Fig. S10.   
Dawn’s orbit provided full, global coverage of Ceres.  The chart shows the distribution 
of sub-satellite points sampled by Dawn’s circular polar, low altitude mapping orbit at 
Ceres.  
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Fig. S11.   
Maps of corrected counting rates for epithermal and fast neutrons.   See Fig. 1 for a 
description of map annotations and scale.  
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Fig. S12.   
Sensitivity of neutron and gamma ray counting rates to analysis assumptions. 
Figure 2 is repeated to show the sensitivity of the placement of map data on a relative 
scale with models to assumptions regarding the average composition of Vesta’s regolith.  
Two cases are shown: 1) minimum [H] with H-free howardite composition containing 
55% eucrite (see legend); 2) random samples of Vesta’s global regolith for a selected 
range of howardite compositions mixed with H (grey points and oval).  Increasing the [H] 
of Vesta’s regolith shift’s Vesta’s counting rates along the line of hydration for 
howardite, which in turn pushes the cerean data cloud towards the hydration line for CI 
chondrites.  The individual points labeled “CI” and “CM” correspond to the CI- and CI-
chondrite compositions given in Table S1. 
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Fig. S13.   
Neutron macroparameters for model regolith materials as a function of C content: 
(A) the number density weighted average atomic mass; (B) the macroscopic energy loss 
cross section.  Fast neutron production varies with average atomic mass, and the flux of 
epithermal neutrons varies inversely with the energy loss cross section (9).   For further 
details on the theory of neutron moderation see (62, 83). 
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Fig. S14.   
Variation of neutron counting rates with C and H content: (A) For materials with the 
same [H] (7 wt.% WEH illustrated), materials with higher C content (Halley’s dust here) 
have lower epithermal and higher thermal leakage currents. (B-D) Relative counting rates 
for fast, epithermal, and thermal + epithermal neutrons as a function of [H] for model 
materials with low (ordinary chondrite), medium (extrapolated carbonaceous 
compositions, Table S1), and high (Halley’s dust) concentrations of C.  Trends for 
thermal + epithermal counts do not depend strongly on C concentration when [H] is 
greater than 10 wt.% WEH.  Consequently, the thermal + epithermal measurements can 
be used independently to determine [H] (e.g., lines terminating with black arrow). 
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Fig. S15.   
Determination of Fe concentration. The model hydration trends form an interpolation 
grid that can be used to determine [Fe] for equatorial pixels (within 20° of the equator).  
For each model composition, the concentration of Fe (wt.%, red italics) decreases with 
added [H] (wt.% WEH, black text), e.g. trends for CM chondrite and Halley’s dust (HD) 
are labeled.   For constant thermal + epithermal rate (constant [H]), the concentration of 
[Fe] varies with the Fe 7.6 MeV interaction rate. The interpolation process is illustrated 
for a selected equatorial data point (red diamond).  A vertical line, corresponding to the 
measured thermal + epithermal rate, transects the grid.  For model composition, the [Fe] 
and Fe 7.6 MeV rate is determined at the intersection point (e.g., red circles).  The [Fe] 
for the pixel is determined by linear interpolation, given the measured Fe 7.6 MeV rate.  
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Fig. S16. 
Difference spectrum is sensitive to the composition of Ceres. Peak areas for selected 
reactions were extracted from a difference spectrum (green), formed by subtracting a 
background spectrum measured far from Ceres (black) from spectra acquired in LAMO 
(violet).  The background spectrum was corrected for changes in the GCR flux between 
the background and LAMO accumulation periods.   Fitted power-law backgrounds (light 
blue), Gaussian full-energy peaks (purple), and total fits (light green) are shown along 
with weighted residuals.
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Fig. S17.   
Regional peak analyses of difference spectra: (A) Low energy region containing the 1.4 MeV gamma ray from the decay of 40K 
(difference spectrum); (B) high energy region containing contributions from neutron nonelastic scattering with 12C and 16O (4.4 MeV), 
inelastic scattering with 16O (6.1 MeV), and radiative neutron capture with 56Fe (7.6 MeV) (GCR-weighted difference spectrum, Fig. 
S16).  Fitted power law backgrounds (light blue), Gaussian full energy peaks (purple), and total fits (light green) are shown. In panel 
(B), O and Fe contributions are grey and blue, respectively. 
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Fig. S18.   
Comparison of normalized neutron counting rates with models. Ceres’ equatorial 
mean counting rates (pixels within 20° of the equator) are compared with models, 
including hydration trends for CI chondrite and Halley’s dust (HD).  The uncertainty in 
the mean (1σµ) and spread of the data (population standard deviation, 1σ) is shown.  The 
error bars are smaller than the symbol for thermal + epithermal rates.    Selected model 
values are labeled with H concentration (wt.% WEH).   The minimum hydrogen content 
for Vesta’s regolith was assumed.  The normalized fast rate is insensitive to assumptions 
regarding Vesta’s composition. 
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Table S1.   
Model compositions used in the analysis of GRaND data.  Materials include CM and 
CI chondrite averages (23), extrapolated  compositions E1-3, and Halley’s dust (HD) 
(47). 
Z Symbol Units CM CI E1 E2 E3 HD 
 WEH wt. % 12.6 18.1 20.2 21.9 28.9 45.1 
1 H wt.% 1.40 2.02 2.24 2.44 3.22 5.01 
3 Li µg g-1 1.50 1.50 1.50 1.49 1.49  
5 B µg g-1 0.48 0.87 1.01 1.13 1.63  
6 C wt.% 2.20 3.44 3.90 4.30 5.87 24.15 
7 N mg g-1 1.52 3.17 3.79 4.31 6.40 14.54 
8 O wt.% 43.3 46.3 47.5 48.4 52.3 35.2 
11 Na mg g-1 3.91 4.99 5.39 5.74 7.11 5.69 
12 Mg wt.% 11.5 9.7 9.0 8.4 6.1 5.9 
13 Al wt.% 1.1 0.9 0.8 0.7 0.3 0.5 
14 Si wt.% 12.7 10.6 9.8 9.1 6.4 12.8 
16 S wt.% 2.70 5.40 6.40 7.25 10.66 5.70 
17 Cl µg g-1 431 699 798 883 1222  
19 K µg g-1 371 549 615 672 897 193 
20 Ca wt.% 1.29 0.92 0.79 0.67 0.21 0.62 
22 Ti µg g-1 551 439 398 363 222 475 
24 Cr mg g-1 3.05 2.65 2.49 2.36 1.85 1.16 
25 Mn mg g-1 1652 1937 2042 2132 2492 680 
26 Fe wt.% 21.3 18.2 17.0 16.0 12.0 7.2 
27 Co µg g-1 561 504 483 465 394 438 
28 Ni wt.% 1.23 1.10 1.05 1.01 0.84 0.60 
62 Sm ng g-1 204.3 149.7 129.6 112.3 43.3  
63 Eu ng g-1 78.1 56.9 49.1 42.4 15.5  
64 Gd ng g-1 290.4 199.7 166.1 137.4 22.6  
90 Th ng g-1 41.1 30.8 27.1 23.8 10.9  
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Table S2.   
Gamma-ray peak areas for Vesta and Ceres.  Counting rates for gamma rays observed 
within a ±20° equatorial latitude band at Ceres are compared with global averages for 
Vesta. Carbon, O, and Fe net peak areas (counts/s) were extracted from the GCR-
corrected difference spectrum; whereas, the K peak area was determined from a spectrum 
formed by simple difference (LAMO – background).  The contribution of gamma rays 
induced by nonelastic scattering with O to the 4.4 MeV peak was estimated from the area 
of the 6.1 MeV O-inelastic peak, given flux-weighted gamma ray production rates, and 
the relative efficiency of the detector. This contribution was subtracted to determine the 
contribution of C to the 4.4 MeV peak.  
  Ceres Vesta 
Energy Primary Source Rate uncertainty Rate uncertainty 
(MeV)  (cps)* (1σ) (cps) (1σ) 
7.6 Fe 0.121 3% 0.067 1% 
6.1 O 0.036 5% 0.080 1% 
4.4 C+O 
0.049 7% 0.053 2% 
C 0.032 13% 0.014 7% 
1.4 K 0.045 9% 0.064 2% 
*Counts per second. 
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Table S3.   
Water equivalent hydrogen (WEH) and Fe contents of selected meteorites.  Water 
equivalent hydrogen concentrations were determined from mass spectrometry (mass 
spec.) (18) (WEH = 9 × [H]) and thermogravimetric analyses (TGA) (72).  Except where 
noted, TGA analyses are based on mass loss between 400- and 770-°C.   Refrences for Fe 
analyses are listed.  In four cases, Fe values were assigned based on pairing groups (with 
meteorite ALH 83100) (18). 
 
  
Water equivalent 
hydrogen    
  
Mass 
spec. TGA Fe   
Meteorite Class. (wt.%) (wt.%) (wt.%) Ref. Pairing 
Orgueil CI 14.0 17.4 18.5 (84)  
Ivuna CI 13.7 18.9 18.6 (84)  
ALH 83100 CM 13.1 13.9 20.3 (85)  
ALH 84029 CM 12.2 13.3 20.3 (85) ALH 83100 
ALH 84044 CM 12.0 12.9 20.3 (85) ALH 83100 
MET 01070 CM 12.3 11.1 22.9 (86)  
QUE 97990 CM 9.4 8.7 19.2 (86)  
Murchison CM 9.6 10.8 20.5 (86)  
Cold Bokkeveld CM2 12.2  19.8 (86)  
Murray CM2 10.4  21.3 (86)  
Nagoya CM2 12.7  20.2 (86)  
Nogoya* CM2 10.0  20.2 (86)  
Banten CM2 9.2  21.1 (87)  
Essebi C2 ungrouped 8.4  20.2 (88)  
Mighei CM2 10.2  21.3 (89)  
ALH 84034 CM2 12.6  20.3 (85) ALH 83100 
ALH 84042 CM2 12.1   20.3 (85) ALH 83100 
*For H analysis, sample crushed under acetone (18).   
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Table S4.   
Effect of exogenic contamination.  Estimates of the composition of Ceres’ “pristine” 
upper crust, prior to the infall of S-type or C-type impactors, as a function of projectile 
retention efficiency.   The “exogenic portion” is the percentage by mass of exogenic 
material contained in Ceres’ present-day crust.  Because Ceres’ composition is similar to 
that of the carbonaceous chondrites, for C-type impactors the change in pristine 
composition from that measured by GRaND is smaller than for S-type impactors.  The 
composition of the impactors and retention efficiencies are unknown. 
 
  Pristine crustal composition 
  S-type impactors C-type impactors 
Retention 
efficiency 
(%) 
Exogenic 
portion 
(%) 
[H] 
(wt.%) 
[Fe]  
(wt.%) 
[H]  
(wt.%) 
[Fe]  
(wt.%) 
0 0 17.0 16.0 17.0 16.0 
10 5 17.9 15.6 17.3 15.8 
20 10 18.8 15.2 17.6 15.5 
30 14 19.9 14.7 17.9 15.3 
40 19 21.0 14.1 18.3 15.0 
50 24 22.4 13.5 18.8 14.6 
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